
 

Monday Church Epistle 
March 22, 2021 
 
Hello Church!  
How was your Sunday? Were you able to keep some or all of it as a Sabbath?  
We need to write a brief, practical follow up to yesterday’s sermon. This is because our agenda for 
the Special Charge Conference (Monday, 29 March, 7:00 p.m., hybrid of Zoom and Fellowship 
Hall at our building) is limited to two items about our near future. First, shall we approve the 2021 
budget which is a slightly modified version of our 2020 budget? Second, shall we proceed with 
exploring our vision for improving our building by contracting with the Wisconsin United 
Methodist Foundation for a feasibility study? Just a reminder, we have both a video posted on our 
YouTube channel and in print documents that Kathy can send you by surface mail. Our vision 
team members—John Duntley, Jean Gunderson, and Mike Bebault, and I—have made our best 
case for the two to four projects we believes we need in the near future. Our Leadership Board has 
agreed it needs a church vote before our next step. Now it is up to you to vote it up or down. 
Please remember that to not vote is always agreeing to abide by the will of the majority. 
 
Now, on to Palm Sunday. If you are an at home-worshipper, you can either pick up your palms at 
church or allow another member to joyfully drop them off at your home. Again, just call the office. 
We all love to serve, and some of us serve best by allowing others to serve us. 
 
Also, if you think we always read the week’s Psalm only at the Zoom prayer services the week 
before Palm Sunday is the exception. We do always read two of the four lectionary readings in 
every worship podcast; this practice gives us an opportunity to highlight that our church is more 
than just a pastor and some musicians. For Palm Sunday the lectionary has two texts, Mark 11:1-11 
and Psalm 118. But they are so rich!  
 
This morning I reread both passages. One verse really stood out to me, Psalm 118:22:  
“The stone rejected by the builders is now the main foundation stone!”   
Stacked stone buildings were common in the Ancient Near East. The Wailing Wall still standing in 
Jerusalem is made of stacked stones. The cornerstone is critical to a stacked stone building because 
it is a keystone that connects two walls. If one removes just the cornerstone, the whole building will 
probably come down. If you are following the repair to the Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, this 
is exactly the problem concerning the building engineers on the project.  
 
Also, it is not uncommon around ancient, stacked stone buildings for there to be rejected stones in 
the rubble around the site. I watch way too episodes of Time Team on YouTube to give you a single 
citation on this fact. 
 
This knowledge led me to wonder, when was this psalm written? It is not credited to David, and it 
is titled “A Song of Victory” in my study Bible. Is it possible this psalm was written after the 
refugees returned to Jerusalem under the leadership of Ezra and Nehemiah, after the Temple had 
been destroyed (most likely by pulling a cornerstone or two) by the Babylonians in 586 BCE? 
Neither my desk study Bible nor the commentary I brought home from my church office answer 
that question.  



All we really need to know today is that this psalm of praise connects us as readers with our faith 
ancestors who built the Temple in Jerusalem. Reading it can take us by way of our imaginations 
there with them, laying a cornerstone for two new intersecting walls.  
In summer of ‘77 in the Minneapolis at the first Peter, Paul, and Mary Reunion Concert, I learned a 
little tune that Noel Paul Stookey wrote after being inspired by this verse. I looked up his words for 
you. (https://www.noelpaulstookey.com/03-03.htmlon 3/22/2021, ©1977  Public Domain 
Foundation, Inc., and the punctuation is as published by Stookey) 
 
Chorus: 
The building block that was rejected 
Became the cornerstone of a whole new world 
The building block that was rejected 
Became the cornerstone of a whole new world 
 
When I am down and unsuspected  
With a burden that does not show 
I think what time has resurrected  
And how the sun can make the water flow (chorus) 
 
There is a man who has collected all the sorrow in our eyes 
He gives us love as God directed but is seldom recognized (chorus) 
 
When all your dreams have been connected 
And your vision has been returned 
Remember, love, you are protected  
By the truth your heart has learned. (chorus) 
 
If you would like to join me in singing along with Noel Paul, click here for to hear him as he sang 
in 1976 on his solo album, Reel to Reel. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vXB-JCr3BMs 
 
May your Monday be blessed with visions for a whole new world. I look forward to hearing what 
you imagine we can be!  
 
Grace always,  
 
Rev. Dawn 
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